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ABSTRACT

Alpha-1 antitrypsin deficiency is an autosomal co-dominant inherited disorder that results in decreased circulating levels of alpha-1 antitrypsin (also known as alpha-1 proteinase inhibitor) and predisposes affected individuals to early onset lung and liver disease. There is currently no cure for alpha-1 antitrypsin deficiency. However, appropriate treatment and a high standard of clinical care can prevent patients from being seriously affected and having to undergo major medical interventions, such as organ transplantation. Beyond managing the symptoms associated with alpha-1 antitrypsin deficiency, alpha-1 proteinase inhibitor therapy is the only treatment for the condition’s underlying cause. Early diagnosis is important to ensure efficient therapeutic strategies and to minimize further deterioration of lung function. alpha-1 antitrypsin deficiency is under diagnosed globally, partly because the disease has no unique presenting symptoms. This document was prepared by a Portuguese multidisciplinary group and it aims to set out comprehensive principles of care for Alpha-1 antitrypsin deficiency. These include the importance of registries, the need for clinical research, the need for consistent recommendations (regarding diagnosis, treatment and monitoring), the role of reference centres, the requirement for sustained access to treatment, diagnostic and support services, and the role of patient organizations.
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RESUMO

Deficiência de alfa-1 antitripsina é uma doença hereditária autossómica co-dominante que resulta numa diminuição dos níveis plasmáticos de alfa-1 antitripsina (também conhecida por inibidor da alfa-1 protease) e predispõe os indivíduos afetados ao desenvolvimento de doença pulmonar e hepática precoce. Atualmente não existe cura para a deficiência de alfa-1 antitripsina. No entanto, o tratamento adequado e um elevado padrão de cuidados clínicos podem prevenir que os doentes sejam gravemente afetados e terem que se submeter a intervenções médicas major, como o transplante de órgão. Para além de atuar nos sintomas associados à deficiência de alfa-1 antitripsina, a terapêutica com o inibidor da alfa-1 protease é o único tratamento disponível que atua na causa subjacente desta patologia. O diagnóstico precoce é importante para assegurar a implementação de estratégias terapêuticas eficientes e para minimizar a destruição adicional da função pulmonar. A deficiência de alfa-1 antitripsina está globalmente sub diagnosticada, em parte devido ao fato desta doença não apresentar sintomas únicos. Este documento foi preparado por um grupo multidisciplinar e visa estabelecer princípios de cuidados abrangentes para a deficiência de alfa-1 antitripsina. Estes incluem a importância dos registos, a necessidade de investigação clínica, a necessidade de recomendações consistentes (no que diz respeito ao diagnóstico, tratamento e monitorização), o papel dos centros de referência, a necessidade de acesso sustentado ao tratamento, diagnóstico e serviços de suporte, e o papel das associações de doentes.
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INTRODUCTION

Why set up a ‘principles of care’ document?

Alpha-1 antitrypsin (A1PI) is a proteinase inhibitor mainly synthesized in hepatocytes that inactivates neutrophil elastase to prevent the degradation of elastin and connective tissue in the lung. Alpha-1 antitrypsin deficiency (AATD) is caused by the lack of this protective protein. It can cause severe debilitating diseases, such as chronic liver disease and, specially, pulmonary emphysema.

AATD is a potential life-threatening disease that progressively and irreversibly leads to the destruction of the parenchymal lung tissue of the alveoli and eventually affects the elasticity of the structural lung tissue supporting the function of the lungs, thus causing emphysema and dyspnea. The condition frequently prevents patients from working or performing normal activities, thus having a potential negative impact on their quality of life.1,2

Lung tissue damage is slow and may not cause symptoms until a significant amount of tissue has been destroyed, a fact which leads to a remarkable delay in the onset of symptoms. Additionally, AATD symptoms are common with other respiratory diseases, such as chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) or asthma. As a result, patients...
are often thought to have other conditions and the diagnosis of AATD is delayed by up to a decade from the onset of symptoms. Thus, the exact prevalence of AATD in most populations is unknown, and many affected individuals remain undiagnosed. The estimated prevalence of AATD is up to 5% among COPD patients, yet only 4% – 5% of those with a deficiency have been identified.3-5

As a result, despite being one of the most common genetic conditions affecting people in Western Europe, AATD is rarely diagnosed. Detection rates are especially low in some countries.6 This may be related to a lack of awareness of AATD among physicians which significantly delays diagnosis. It is also important to note that carrying the gene does not inevitably lead to either emphysema or its symptoms.

Early diagnosis enables people with AATD to receive disease-specific support and appropriate treatment, allowing patients to lead a normal and productive life. AATD related emphysema cannot be cured. However, provided the condition is diagnosed at an early stage, deterioration of lung function can be minimized and the progression of emphysema can be slowed down considerably.7 A recent publication demonstrated a 5.8 year extrapolated prolongation of the period before death, lung transplant or severe respiratory condition in favour of A1PI therapy, which is the only therapy available for this specific condition.8

With the aim of providing guidance to stakeholders and decision-makers on how to ensure early diagnosis and to provide the best supportive care and scientific progress in this area, a number of health care policies, practices and services need to be acknowledged, standardised and put into practice.

With this purpose in mind, a Portuguese multidisciplinary group has drawn up this document which outlines comprehensive principles of care for AATD. These include: the importance of registries, the need for clinical research, the need for consistent recommendations (regarding diagnosis, treatment and monitoring), the role of reference centres, the requirement for continued access to treatment, diagnostic and support services and the role of patient organizations.

Implementing these specific measures as a national integrated approach adapted to the specific conditions of each country will ensure that efforts are made towards the common goal that all AATD patients can obtain access to the care they need.

Increasing awareness of AATD

Increasing awareness is of utmost importance to ensure that symptomatic AATD patients are properly diagnosed, treated and that their quality of life is improved.

Preventive measures are not taken due to the lack of policy initiatives promoting early diagnosis. Such initiatives should include programs to raise awareness of AATD in the medical community and the general public. The nature of awareness campaigns may vary depending on the specific nature of each country. Medical awareness plays a key role. Specialists who would get the highest benefit from educational initiatives include practitioners of family medicine, internal medicine, gastroenterology, hepatology and pulmonology. Within the Portuguese health context, these are the specialities that should be involved in the different stages of disease management, from suspicion of the disease to treatment and monitoring.

The awareness of patients and the general public is also important. Patient organizations are crucial to inform and educate the public, health policymakers and decision makers in order to increase the rate of diagnosis and improve treatment access. Greater awareness is essential to warrant that the principles of care set out in this paper can be implemented as broadly as possible.

PRINCIPLES OF CARE

1. The importance of registries

One of the recommendations proposed at the World Health Organization (WHO) meeting on AATD deficiency in 1996 was the establishment of an international AATD coordination registry that would collect data from national registries.9 The alpha-1 International Registry (AIR) was created in 1997, resulting in a multinational registry containing data from 18 different countries. AIR has played a central role in raising awareness of AATD and its scientific initiatives (such as international conferences) having fostered collaboration between clinicians dealing with AATD.10

In recent decades, a number of countries across the EU and worldwide have implemented registries for AATD.2,11-17 They differ widely in their goals, inclusion criteria and follow-up procedures. The development of registries for AATD will a) address many of the gaps in our knowledge of the disorder, b) facilitate understanding of the natural history of AATD, c) promote patient education and dissemination of information, d) facilitate clinical and basic science research of the disease in (and across) countries, and e) foster international collaboration through research initiatives.18,19

A good example of these initiatives is Belgium, which joined AIR in 1999, and had set up the first working group in the country, within the Belgian Thoracic Society in 2001, as well as promoted the Belgian AATD registry starting in 2003, when the first Belgian patients were entered into the AIR registry.10 The working group was tasked with drawing up national guidelines. The achievement of these milestones and the integrated activities of all stakeholders involved in AATD placed this country on the scene thereby enhancing disease management in Belgium. In 2015, Hutsebaut et al. reported that 55 A1PI deficient subjects had entered the Belgian registry, yielding a prevalence rate of < 1:50 000.15

Data from AATD registries have provided important insight into the characteristics of the disease and the level of patient care. Some examples are described below.

An analysis of the German registry20 has not found any gender-dependent differences in the clinical presentation of AATD individuals, as opposed to COPD where bronchitis is more common in females, while emphysema is more frequent in males.21 The analysis also showed a
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significantly longer delay in diagnosis for female patients. In the Spanish registry\textsuperscript{22} Pi*ZZ showed more severe impairment in lung function compared to Pi*SZ, even with lower levels of tobacco usage and a younger age at baseline, probably due to the earlier onset of symptoms in Pi*ZZ individuals. Data from the Italian registry\textsuperscript{16} showed that patients on A1PI therapy, as compared to untreated patients, included fewer non-smokers; they had a lower percentage of Pi*ZS subjects and more symptomatic patients. The French registry of patients with AATD-associated emphysema\textsuperscript{22} indicated worse health-related quality of life for females, and dyspnea was the most common symptom associated with St. George’s Respiratory Questionnaire (SGRQ) score. An analysis of the Canadian AIR registry suggested greater preservation of lung function (FEV\textsubscript{1}) among patients treated with an A1PI compared to non-treated patients.\textsuperscript{2} Another Canadian registry was created in 1999 and has since enrolled 290 symptomatic A1PI deficient patients. If extrapolated over the Canadian population, this would yield an incidence of $< 1:120\,000$.\textsuperscript{2} A similar registry in the UK, where in every 1600 to 5000 newborns is estimated to be susceptible to A1PI deficiency, estimates only a total of 540 symptomatic patients in England ($< 1\,per\,120\,000$), based on 18 years of experience in the Midlands.\textsuperscript{24}

A Portuguese registry is currently being set up within the Portuguese Society of Pulmonology with the following aims: to better understand Portuguese epidemiology; to increase awareness of this under diagnosed disease; to encourage research and, ultimately, to improve the quality of care for all patients suffering from this disabling disease.

2. The need for clinical research

Clinical AATD research raises awareness of the disease, develops scientific knowledge and facilitates earlier access to therapy.\textsuperscript{11} Among the objectives already mentioned, the goal for registries has also been to foster research and collaboration. It is clear that registries encourage greater understanding of diseases, of their pathogenesis, current management and development of novel therapeutic strategies.\textsuperscript{10} They are indeed an excellent resource for recruiting patients into clinical studies, both observational and clinical trials.

However, it should be kept in mind that registry studies may have several limitations, based on their structures. For example, the German registry\textsuperscript{20}, unlike others\textsuperscript{12,22}, is based on a questionnaire that is distributed to both patients and physicians, a fact that implies decreased data quality in relation to the data collected from clinical trials or provided only by health care professionals. Additionally, patients are recruited through various pathways that do not represent a well-balanced distribution of phenotypes and disease manifestations. In some registries\textsuperscript{22} patient participation is voluntary, and they do not, therefore, reflect the real epidemiological status in such countries. Thus, before drawing any conclusion from studies using registry data, potential sources of bias must be considered.

Registry data have contributed to a meta-analysis evaluating the impact of A1PI therapy on lung function.\textsuperscript{25} It has also reduced the hurdle of identifying patients eligible for enrollment in multicentre clinical trials. Interestingly, a unique industry/academic registry was established in the United Kingdom.\textsuperscript{14} This research program encompassed regular meetings (every six months) between experts in the pharmaceutical group and academic researchers. This has fostered synergies and collaboration between academia and industry, which has led to a much clearer understanding of health care delivery aspects. These include economics and the design of clinical trials based on relevance to patients and health care providers, as well as licensing authorities. Also, the alpha-1 Foundation Research Registry has a long history of facilitating research studies in the United States.\textsuperscript{26}

The number of patients that each centre can accumulate for research is limited. In fact, even within a single centre it is difficult to select patients for clinical trials, especially when it comes to an under-recognized and underdiagnosed disease.\textsuperscript{26,27} A multicentre approach offers the possibility to recruit more patients (larger sample size) and increase the robustness of the results, thereby being more efficient than single-centre research. The multicentre option also has the advantage of speeding up patient recruitment.\textsuperscript{27}

It should also be taken into consideration that some studies require large samples.\textsuperscript{26} Databases from registries help researchers to connect with AATD subjects, enabling adequately powered studies.

3. The need for consistent recommendations (diagnosis, treatment and monitoring)

Discrepancies between centres/regions exist in the rate of diagnosis, treatment and patient follow-up.\textsuperscript{2} This is also the case in Portugal.

Because AATD can be a progressive lung disease, early diagnosis can enable clinical discussion and the implementation of treatment options that might slow deterioration of lung tissue. It also allows patients with AATD to promptly implement lifestyle changes, such as smoking cessation, vaccination and increased exercise, in order to prevent lung function decline.\textsuperscript{3,28}

Most AATD patients experience a diagnostic delay after the onset of symptoms, a fact which may lead to further deterioration of lung function.\textsuperscript{2,23} This is likely either to be explained by low awareness of AATD among physicians or the difficulty of differentiating AATD from other common respiratory conditions. It shares major symptoms with COPD and asthma, including shortness of breath during exercise, cough and wheezing.\textsuperscript{28} Indeed, the high prevalence of wheezing in AATD patients may lead to a misdiagnosis of asthma.\textsuperscript{23} However, AATD can be easily diagnosed by determining low A1PI levels from standard serum samples.\textsuperscript{29-32}

Measurement of serum A1PI levels or genetic testing is recommended in symptomatic patients in order to establish a correct diagnosis. Initial screening for AATD is usually performed by measuring serum A1PI levels. However, serum A1PI levels do not detect heterozygotes and may overestimate A1PI levels; A1PI is an acute phase protein and this
can mask the presence of AATD.

The American Thoracic Society and European Respiratory Society (ATS/ERS) guidelines advocate targeted testing for AATD in all individuals with: emphysema or COPD; non-responsive asthma; unexplained liver disease; asymptomatic individuals with identifiable risk factors and pulmonary function tests showing persistent obstruction; and adults with necrotizing panniculitis. This approach has led to higher rates of detection in populations at high risk for lung disease. Nevertheless, under-recognition of this condition is well known to persist. Often, individuals are not screened for AATD because of some common misconceptions about the disease, including:

- AATD is rare (AATD is not rare but merely rarely diagnosed); 45
- AATD testing is invasive, expensive and time consuming.

Conversely, diagnostic delay may also be attributed to uncertainty about the role of specific treatments. The first Canadian Thoracic Society statement (1992) concerning specific A1PI therapy recommended that further research was required before A1PI therapy be considered for clinical use. They stated “a multicentre, placebo-controlled clinical trial should be established to document benefit and safety before this expensive treatment was implemented as standard therapy”. On the other hand, the coexisting American Thoracic Society Guidelines recommend the clinical use of A1PI therapy for all AATD patients with severe lung disease.

The ATS/ERS guidelines recommend intravenous A1PI therapy for individuals with established airflow obstruction from AATD (with clinical evidence of emphysema). A meta-analysis of available evidence supports A1PI therapy use in patients between 30% – 65% predicted FEV1. An updated Canadian Thoracic Society statement cites evidence which supports consideration of A1PI therapy in those individuals with COPD (FEV1 25% to 80% predicted) attributable to emphysema and documented A1PI deficiency (level ≤ 11 μmol/L) who are receiving optimal pharmacological and nonpharmacological therapies. A recently published document developed by a committee of experts recommends intravenous A1PI therapy in individuals with a FEV1 score lower than or equal to 65% of predicted value. For those with lung disease related to AATD and a FEV1 score greater than 65%, it is recommended that physicians discuss potential benefits with each individual.

The goal of A1PI therapy is to delay the rate of lung tissue destruction, thereby slowing the progression of lung function decline and the time until severe respiratory failure, potentially leading to lung transplantation or death. A1PI therapy effectively decelerates lung density decline. Since 1997, several studies with clinical evidence supporting the efficacy of A1PI therapy have been published. The first studies were nonrandomized, controlled clinical trials. Nevertheless, they provided evidence that treatment with an A1PI is associated with slower FEV1 decline and a decrease in mortality. Subsequently, the results of two randomized clinical trials were published. They were not able to show differences in FEV1 decline between groups, however a trend towards benefit was perceived with decreased lung loss in CT scan for both treatment groups.

In 2015, the world’s largest prospective, placebo-controlled trial of A1PI treatment was published (RAPID trial) establishing, for the first time, the efficacy of A1PI therapy in slowing the progression of emphysema in AATD. The RAPID open label extension study supports the continued efficacy of A1PI in slowing disease progression during four years of treatment. A consistent disease-modifying effect of A1PI treatment was shown. Delaying treatment resulted in irreversible loss of lung tissue, highlighting the importance of early intervention with A1PI treatment.

The first preparation of A1PI was approved in 1987, both in the US and Europe, and it was the only AATD-specific treatment on the market until the early 2000s, when other products received approval. Until recently, there was only one treatment available in Europe (a first generation A1PI), but on 20 August 2015 a second generation A1PI was approved for the first time in Europe.

There is a need for increased awareness and screening for AATD and consistent guidance on how/when to treat and follow AATD patients. These actions could potentially improve health outcomes, preserve quality of life, and allow for important life planning for affected individuals.

In order to address these gaps, a Portuguese consensus document concerning the management of alpha-1 antitrypsin deficiency has been published. It expresses a national consensus for AATD of an expert group created within the Portuguese Society of Pulmonology. The document provided general guidance and extensive recommendations for the diagnosis and management of AATD.

4. The role of reference centres

Although national centres follow internationally agreed standards of care, they may vary depending on geography, available resources and expertise. In an ideal world, patients should be referred towards reference centres, a place suitable for patient referral due to its expertise and scope of services. The GOLD document (2017) recommends that AATD family members should be screened and, together with the patient, referred to a specialist centre for advice and management.

Reference centres are built around specialized teams offering multidisciplinary care to patients. These medical centres ensure timely diagnosis and appropriate follow-up by aiming to improve the continuity and coordination of care through the implementation of healthcare pathways and research. The continuity of care through all stages of the disease and all stages of life is ensured by these centres.

The existence of reference centres implies that the distance between the patient’s home and the centre should not be too far and that it should be located in the area corresponding to the patient’s health care system for reimbursement purposes.

Reference centres can strongly contribute to research,
as they provide a pool of patients for clinical studies.\textsuperscript{14,52} It was previously reported that a decentralized care structure makes it difficult to obtain well controlled data from the centres in order to perform clinical studies.\textsuperscript{20} As a result, AATD patients should be managed in these regional centres so as to provide equal access to timely and high quality health services.

In the absence of such formally approved reference centres for AATD, as is the case in Portugal, formal networks should at least be put into place between centres with recognized referral pathways. The existence of such formal links is important to promote best standards of care and to stimulate the dissemination of guidelines, thus facilitating patient registration and allowing professional AATD leadership.

5. The requirement for sustained access to treatment, diagnostic and support services

While it is recognized that patients should have access to therapies for their condition, a lack of understanding of AATD is one of the main reasons why these patient’s needs are still frequently not fulfilled. Differing perceptions of the disease have led to inequalities between countries and regions, which have resulted in patients being denied A1PI therapy in most European Union member states.\textsuperscript{1}

In addition, the AATD diagnosis is often delayed and, consequently, patients do not receive timely treatment. Patient access to early screening measures is therefore essential.\textsuperscript{1}

Although A1PI is the only therapy available for this specific condition, some patients requiring A1PI therapy experienced difficulties in obtaining the treatment.\textsuperscript{1} However, a number of studies have provided clinical evidence supporting the efficacy of A1PI therapy.\textsuperscript{8,41-44}

In some countries, A1PI therapy remains inaccessible for patient use due to concerns about the clinical benefits of treatment, commonly associated with its high cost and the lack of reimbursement by the Health Services.\textsuperscript{11,15} Data from the Italian registry has shown that, among subjects with severe AATD and lung disease, the majority of patients were not being treated. It has been suggested that this reluctance to prescribe is related to the costs of treatment.\textsuperscript{16} The Canadian registry revealed a pronounced regional disparity in the number of patient referrals to the registry and in the number of patients receiving A1PI therapy. The authors suggested that these differences most likely reflect variations in: a) the locations of centres with an interest in this condition, b) provincial funding policies concerning A1PI therapy and genetic testing, c) the availability of respiratory specialist care and d) funding for lung function testing.\textsuperscript{2} To avoid these disparities, an individual therapy decision should always be made.

A1PI preparations are derived from pooled human plasma and are usually administered weekly by intravenous infusion at a dosage of 60 mg/kg body weight. Taking into account the current setting in Portugal, this means that patients need to travel from their homes to the centres where A1PI therapy is administered and, for some patients, this may be very challenging, as their houses are located far away from the centre and they frequently experience economic difficulties. One possible solution may involve AATD patients obtaining A1PI therapy from the patients’ primary healthcare centre or having a nurse administering it at home.

On the other hand, some patients may prefer to self-administer their A1PI therapy rather than having to attend a clinic to receive treatment. The decision of whether a patient is suitable for home-treatment/self-administration is made by the treating doctor. The first infusions should be administered under the supervision of a healthcare professional experienced in the treatment of AATD. When this is planned, the patient’s healthcare professional should ensure that instructions and training for performing IV infusion at home or other settings are provided. Subsequent infusions can then be administered by a caregiver or by the patient and reviewed at regular intervals.\textsuperscript{53}

6. The role of patient organizations

Nowadays, patient organizations have a special impact in society, as they aid patients to manage their disease, provide information about specific health conditions and play special roles in health care policies. They create awareness for the disease(s) by calling attention to the challenges that patients and their families face daily. In turn, disease awareness enables more people to be diagnosed. Patient organizations had initially focused on self-help and charitable support for patients, but later on, attention turned to the need to play a more political role, including raising media awareness.\textsuperscript{54}

Patients find important support in organizations, as they break their isolation. In fact, several organizations are creating websites, blogs and online forums for people to come together and share experiences and disease-related concerns. Some websites include educational materials for patients and healthcare professionals, information about diagnosis and contact details for local AATD experts.\textsuperscript{55} Close interaction with patients and their families allows for the sharing of their thoughts and concerns with those organizations responsible for patient empowerment.

One example of an organization giving online support is alpha-1 Global, which has created an internet platform with access for patients, medical and care professionals and researchers to communicate about the disease.\textsuperscript{56}

In 2003, the Barcelona Declaration of Patients’ Associations established that patients should have access to quality information provided by professionals, mainly physicians, which is written in an easily understandable fashion. It was also stated that decisions on health interventions should be guided by medical judgment based on the best available scientific knowledge, but always taking into account the expressed wishes of the patient and their explicit preferences regarding quality of life and the expected results of interventions.\textsuperscript{57}

Patient organizations have an important role in the enforcement of approved laws and should encourage
improved communication between patients, health care structures, the scientific community and the policy makers. The European Patient’s Forum affirms that they are “Europe’s strongest collective patient voice” and promote educational seminars, policy initiatives and projects. The Forum works to improve the openness, transparency and responsiveness of EU decision-making. EUORDIS (European Organisation for Rare Diseases) supports the development of European policies on rare diseases by gathering patient organizations of each European country together. At EMA (European Medicines Agency), the management board includes two patients and user group representatives.

Patient organizations also play a role in research funding, facilitating further research and guiding where money should be spent. Since it was created in 1995, the alpha-1 Foundation has raised nearly 60 million U.S. dollars to help find a cure for alpha-1. The funds were distributed to diverse areas of research, mostly basic research, clinical research and novel therapies.

Patient organizations have a close interaction with different stakeholders. In addition to health care departments, industry and research organizations are important for the work of patient organizations.
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